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YOU DON’T KNOW THE NEW EPICOR
NEW LEADERSHIP, NEW UI, NEW DESIGN AND CLOUD PLATFORMS
FOR INNOVATION
About Epicor
Epicor Software
Corporation provides
industry-specific software
to manage the business of
manufacturing,
distribution, retail and
service industry
customers. Having a
diverse portfolio of
products puts Epicor in a
good position to deliver
more, including more
industry-specific features
and functions without
adding unnecessary
complexity to its solutions.

The Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) market is very mature. Some solution
providers have been around a long time, dating back to even before the
acronym ERP was coined. Epicor Software Corporation is one of those vendors.
With that level of maturity comes both pros and cons. On the plus side, as a
mature provider, it brings to the market more than 45 years of experience and
a set of robust and feature-rich products. On the down side, prospective buyers
of enterprise software who might have encountered Epicor in the past may
think they know the company and its solutions. But their knowledge and
perceptions may be severely outdated. While some solution providers struggle
to keep up with modern technology and persist in pushing solutions based on
obsolete architectures, Epicor is not one of them.
As early as 2002, Epicor recognized that business software requirements were
changing and it introduced its first business software built from the ground up
using 100% service-oriented architecture (SOA) and based on Microsoft .NET
technologies. In 2008 Epicor ERP version 9 was released, the result of
converging the dominant functionality of nine different ERP products. Epicor
became the first (and only) ERP company to effectively deliver on a
convergence strategy, and it did so without alienating its customer base. This
convergence helped many of its existing customers move away from legacy
solutions and introduced newer technologies.
Epicor 9 then became Epicor 10 and the latest release continues to evolve to
include next-generation user interface (UI) technology and design and industry
cloud platforms, enabling customers and partners to embrace cloud, Internet
of Things (IoT), mobility, predictive analytics, and other emerging technologies.
Mix this technology evolution with a recent change in leadership and you get a
new Epicor that is definitely worth getting to know.

A BIT OF HISTORY IN PERSPECTIVE
For those who might not be familiar with Epicor, or for those whose
perspective is limited to a single Epicor product, a bit of history might help you
understand where the company is today, from the perspective of where it has
been. Epicor has grown through both acquisition and organic development.
The end result was a multi-product portfolio, including several different ERP
solutions with overlapping functionality and target markets. While these
acquisitions brought growth and increased market share, some of these
products competed against each other. Continuing to support and develop
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Thus far Epicor has been
not only first, but also
unique in promising, and
then delivering, a single
rationalized ERP solution
based on the latest
Internet Component
Environment technologies
(available at the time):
Epicor ICE. Other ERP
companies had toyed with
the idea and even
announced such plans, but
then either pulled back
upon encountering
resistance from their
installed base of
customers or subsequently
decided against such a
strategy.

Data Source

In this report Mint Jutras
references data collected
from its 2018 Enterprise
Solution Study. For years
this annual study has
investigated perceptions,
goals, challenges and
status of software used
to run a business, as well
as the impact of these
solutions on the
enterprise.
This study collected
responses from 461
participants, from
companies of all sizes
from very small to very
large, representing a
wide range of industries.

them separately would have been costly and counter-productive. This
realization led Epicor to a convergence strategy. At the time (circa 2005 to
2008) several other acquisitive vendors announced similar strategies. But none
of them really delivered on them.
Thus far Epicor has been not only first, but also unique in promising, and then
delivering, a single rationalized ERP solution based on the latest Internet
Component Environment technologies (available at the time): Epicor ICE.
Other ERP companies had toyed with the idea and even announced such
plans, but then either pulled back upon encountering resistance from their
installed base of customers or subsequently decided against such a strategy.
While at first glance those decisions may have seemed to be in the best
interest of their customers, these ERP solution providers may in fact have
done customers a disservice in tacitly encouraging them to remain on old,
outdated technology that simply cannot serve them well in today’s fastmoving and connected world.
And yet, the resistance from customers was typically not resistance to new
technology (like Epicor ICE), but resistance to a perceived, or real forced march
to a new product – the dreaded rip and replace. While Epicor has never forced
anyone to move, by boldly declaring Epicor ERP as the future, it provided more
incentive to consider moving to it, encouraging those stuck in the past to
replace solutions based on aging, legacy architectures. For some it was an
upgrade/migration, while for others it meant moving to a new solution.
However, even those able to migrate saw the value in re-implementing rather
than carrying forward decisions that had been constrained by limitations of
applications and technology in the past. Instead of a mass revolt, as feared by
others, many saw it as an opportunity to overcome limitations of installed
applications and architectures.
This convergence strategy was sound at the time, but then Epicor and Activant
merged in 2011. Continuing with a convergence strategy started to make less
sense. Epicor ERP primarily targets manufacturing, and to a lesser degree
distribution, largely due to the overlap of the two industries. The 2018 Mint
Jutras Enterprise Solution Study found 44% of manufacturers also do
distribution and more and more distributors might engage in some form of
light manufacturing. But whereas Epicor ERP is a multi-purpose ERP for
manufacturing (and distribution), Activant brought multiple products (Prophet
21 and Eclipse being the most strategic), each focused squarely on
distribution. Not only were Activant products purpose-built for distribution,
but also over time each has become even more focused and fine-tuned to
specific segments of wholesale distribution.
This industry-specific functionality led Epicor to move away from continued
convergence at the product level. But it also made the platform(s) on which
the solutions were built even more important. The right kind of architectures
and technology would allow different products to share some common
components, while also providing for industry-specific last-mile functionality.
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A TRUE PLATFORM APPROACH EMERGES

For the reader with a
technical background,
microservices, also known
as the microservice
architecture, is defined (by
Wikipedia) as an
architectural style that
structures an application
as a collection of loosely
coupled services. For those
nontechnical readers,
think of it as constructing
a solution from a set of
Lego building blocks.

In a recent Mint Jutras report, Leveraging the Power of a Platform for
Enterprise Applications, we talked about the architectural factors that really
matter in developing applications today. We introduced the concept of
creating solutions as components rather than a single monolithic chunk of
code. The key advantage: New components can be added as extensions, or
used to replace existing components without having to invasively modify that
monolithic structure. By taking a platform approach, modern architectures
support loose coupling of these extensions through APIs (application
programming interfaces) that negate the need for invasive customization,
while also providing last mile functionality.
This type of loose coupling is often described as microservices. For the reader
with a technical background, microservices, also known as the microservice
architecture, is defined (by Wikipedia) as an architectural style that structures
an application as a collection of loosely coupled services. For those
nontechnical readers, think of it as constructing a solution from a set of Lego
building blocks.
For Epicor, it provides the ability to develop common features and functions
once and share them across multiple product lines. There will always be
features and functions required by all companies – functions like document
management, human capital management, sales pipeline management, and
general accounting. You can’t differentiate yourself in your market by how
you manage your general ledger. New business models today might create
the need for new types of billing and payment (think subscriptions and
recurring revenue), but these are required across a whole host of different
industries today.
The new revenue recognition rules that recently went into effect as a result of
the merging of accounting standards (ASC and IFRS) provide the perfect
example. These new rules apply to any company with contracts with
customers, spanning manufacturing, distribution and many other types of
businesses. They place additional functional requirements on ERP, requiring
changes to accounting that are not insignificant. By developing these features
as a shared component, rather than making changes to individual products,
Epicor is able to satisfy these requirements once and plug this in as a new
feature across different product lines.
Epicor already delivers several “modules” in this way, including field service
management, human capital management and enterprise content
management (DocStar). Over time it will start to extract more and more
functionality from the individual products, swapping in shared components –
these Lego-like building blocks. Accounting functions are prime candidates for
this transition, but we expect Epicor to gradually phase these in when and if it
is able to add additional value. Better serving the needs of multi-national
companies is a prime candidate. Why do this repeatedly for each individual
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product in its portfolio? Why not solve the problem once and connect to all its
product lines?
In fact this approach is not entirely new for Epicor, but rather a new twist on
an old approach. The Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Web 2.0
capabilities of ICE provide a solid basis. However, the new Epicor’s platform
strategy has matured (Figure 1), with more APIs and microservices, a new
user interface (UI) and a brand new design platform. All of this is delivered
with a choice of deployment models ranging from multi-tenant SaaS to
traditional on-premise, with hosted, managed services and hybrid
environments in between.
“[We have] unveiled a true
platform for innovation
that delivers common
shared services that
power everything – with
layers, design and
externalization of cloud –
through a collection of
industry experience
coupled with reusable
services that our partners
and customers can build
on.”

Figure 1: Epicor Platform Strategy

Himanshu Palsule
Chief Product &
Technology Officer
Epicor Software
Source: Epicor

Let’s examine some of the announcements from the new Epicor that
accompany this platform stratgey.

FROM ARCHITECTURE TO DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM:
EPICOR KINETIC DESIGN
While Epicor ICE provided the right kind of architecture for component-based
development, the new Epicor is now offering the tools to help partners and
customers build out their own components. Epicor Kinetic Design is “a threepronged common cross-platform user experience (UX) framework.” That’s a
mouthful, for sure. Cross-platform implies it can be used across different
Epicor product lines, providing common shared components. The three
prongs: the UX, the development framework and the applications that are
developed.
Attacking the user experience (UX) is in direct response to the fact that
“Usability” ranked high in its latest customer survey. According to Epicor:
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Kinetic is more than just a
pretty face, and therefore
Epicor runs the risk of
under rather than overhyping it by describing it
as a UX framework. Many
still equate UX to UI and
Kinetic is much more.

“Epicor Kinetic Design is a set of new user experience guidelines and
patterns for building applications for Epicor solutions. Delivering unified
colors, typography and icons, user interface (UI) elements, and page
layouts, Epicor Kinetic Design empowers partners to deliver value-added
solutions consistent with Epicor usability best practices and interaction
guidelines to enhance customer experience.”
But Kinetic is more than just a pretty face, and therefore Epicor runs the risk of
under rather than over-hyping it by describing it as a UX framework. Many still
equate UX to UI and Kinetic is much more. The Epicor Kinetic
Framework takes these design principles and opens them up to approved
Epicor partners and customers via a website where they have access to sample
code and tutorials, a UI component code library, API documentation, and
actual code, all with web native and responsive design. Epicor Kinetic
Applications developed within the framework work seamlessly on desktop,
tablet, or smart phones.
An Epicor Kinetic application is any application that is coded to Kinetic Design
standards. Epicor is in the process of both developing brand new Kinetic
Applications and also moving existing functions (components) to Kinetic.

NEW ISV PARTNER PROGRAM
The combination of a strong architecture and a new design platform opens
doors to accelerated development. But if Epicor itself delivers all new
innovation, the acceleration is linear. To make that acceleration exponential
requires an active ecosystem of partners. While Epicor has long had an active
reseller channel, up until now most, if not all development done by partners
was delivered as customizations. Not only is delivering customizations not a
scalable business for partners (or Epicor), these same customizations have the
potential of building barriers to consuming innovation that is available.
The newest ISV Partner Program blends nicely with the platform approach and
the new Kinetic Design platform itself. The program allows qualified partners
to tap into this latest technology, making available tools, resources and
support to build out new functionality. Oftentimes partners will develop deep
vertical expertise in specific sectors. This program will allow them to
productize new features and functions that in the past would have been
delivered as customizations.
Qualified partners will join a Developer Hub and be allowed to offer new
applications that complement and extend Epicor ERP in a Solutions Gallery.
Epicor ERP is the first (and only) product line for which this will be offered, but
Epicor eventually expects to extend the program to other products as well.
Partners will be tiered in three categories based on strategic focus, cloud
alignment, region, and revenue goal attainment. This is a great way for Epicor
to reach deeper into selected sectors that require specialized functionality
without adding unnecessary complexity to its products or its business.
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MICROSOFT AZURE AND CLOUD ACCELERATION
While the giants of the
industry have been
fighting over who is the
biggest and best in the
cloud, Epicor has been
(rather quietly) offering a
true multi-tenant
Software as a Service
(SaaS) ERP for almost a
decade.

While the giants of the industry have been fighting over who is the biggest and
best in the cloud, Epicor has been (rather quietly) offering a true multi-tenant
Software as a Service (SaaS) ERP for almost a decade. It literally started small
by (somewhat artificially) constraining its SaaS option by restricting it to small
companies. There was no technical reason for this limitation; the constraint
was self-imposed in order to allow Epicor itself to mature as a SaaS solution
provider.
Moving from selling on-premise to SaaS solutions is a huge transition for any
software company. There are issues of security, reliability, scale and
profitability in moving to an entirely new business model. Epicor was smart
enough to see this and therefore proceeded to walk before it ran. While it was
successful in this transition, business remained predominantly on-premise
licenses.
Over the past few years Epicor customers participating in our Enterprise
Solution Studies showed less interest in SaaS solutions than our general survey
population (Figure 2).
Figure 2: If you were to select a system today, which deployment options
would you consider (Select all that apply)?

“Today, we are seeing
more than three-quarters
of prospects ask about
cloud ERP.”
Steve Murphy
Chief Executive Officer
Epicor Software

Source: Average across several recent Mint Jutras Enterprise Solution Studies

But this could be shifting dramatically. If it does, prospects and new customers
will lead the shift. Epicor’s new CEO, Steve Murphy observes, “Today, we are
seeing more than three-quarters of prospects ask about cloud ERP.”
This percentage (75%) is a bit ahead of the percentages we collected in our
2018 Mint Jutras Enterprise Solution Study (Figure 3). However, it is also a bit
misleading to compare Epicor’s observation to the data we capture. We ask,
“If you were to select a system today, which deployment options would you
consider?” We pose the question, purely hypothetically, to all of our survey
participants, whether they are actively engaged in looking or not. We firmly
believe the percentage would be higher amongst those who are in an active
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search for new software, because often those prospects are looking to rid
themselves of the burden of self-maintaining hardware and software.
Figure 3: If you were to select a system today, which deployment options
would you consider (Select all that apply)?

Source: Mint Jutras Enterprise Solution Studies

“As that [SaaS]
deployment model
becomes the norm, we are
ready to enable our
customers to move to the
cloud with confidence
leveraging the reliability,
security and scalability of
Microsoft Azure.”
Steve Murphy
Chief Executive Officer
Epicor Software

Epicor’s new leadership is now ready to accelerate the move to the cloud –
hence the renewed and expanded relationship with Microsoft. Epicor will
initially standardize cloud deployment of its Epicor ERP and Epicor Prophet 21
suites on Microsoft Azure. Mr. Murphy continues, “As that [SaaS] deployment
model becomes the norm, we are ready to enable our customers to move to
the cloud with confidence leveraging the reliability, security and scalability of
Microsoft Azure.”
Microsoft Azure is one of the leading public clouds on the market today. Not
only will Epicor benefit from its reliability, elasticity, scale and security, but
also from Microsoft’s focus on the Intelligent Cloud and Intelligent Edge.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
If you are actively searching for a new ERP solution, or even if you are just
toying with the idea, take some time to get to know the new Epicor.
Don’t fall into the trap of thinking all ERP solutions are alike, or even similar
today. It is important to do your due diligence in evaluating different solutions.
Look at the underlying technology. If you don’t have that kind of expertise on
staff, seek the help of an independent consultant that can objectively evaluate
and guide you. Ask them to look at the underlying platform in terms of how
(and how much) innovation is developed and delivered. Is it open and
extensible?
Epicor has spent years developing its underlying architectures. Its product
vision for the next generation technology extends beyond a new and pretty
user interface. It encompasses the entire user experience (UX), design and
industry platforms that will enable customers to embrace cloud, the Internet
of Things (IoT), mobility, predictive analytics and other emerging technologies.
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Epicor’s leadership understands the full potential of a modern architecture.
However, individual solutions in the Epicor portfolio run the gamut from
legacy to advanced next generation solutions. Seek guidance from an Epicor
representative about which best fits your needs in your industry and evaluate
both at the company and at the product level.
Rest assured, the new Epicor is committed to delivering the muscle you need
to compete in the new global, digital economy.

About the author: Cindy Jutras is a widely recognized expert in analyzing the
impact of enterprise applications on business performance. Utilizing over 40
years of corporate experience and specific expertise in manufacturing, supply
chain, customer service and business performance management, Cindy has
spent the past 12+ years benchmarking the performance of software solutions
in the context of the business benefits of technology. In 2011 Cindy founded
Mint Jutras (www.mintjutras.com), specializing in analyzing and
communicating the business value enterprise applications bring to the
enterprise.
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